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Good afternoon everybody, and thank you for inviting me 

to be with you today. Your invitation was irresistible. 

Margery and I still consider Boston to be our real home, and 

we intend to return here when my tour of duty on the banks 

of the Potomac is over. So you can see that an opportunity 

to come back and see old friends and share some views was 

one I quickly accepted.

I know most of you have had the sometimes 

hair-raising experience of driving on the Mass. Pike. 

Although the posted speed limit is 55, most of the traffic 

whirs along at 65-70. After you have been traveling with 

the crowd, well over the limit, if you have to slow down to 

55, you have the feeling you are just crawling along.

Travel in the fast lane is exhilarating and when you have to 

slow down there is a sense of disappointment and 

frustration.
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My intention is to draw a comparison to the 

Massachusetts economy. For a decade the growth and 

prosperity of the Commonwealth were the envy of the rest of 

the country. We were on a roll and it didn't look like it 

would ever stop. Unemployment was as much as 2 percentage 

points below the nation as a whole. Defense, high 

technology, health care, education, insurance and banking 

were all booming at once. Demand created a real estate 

development boom of mammoth proportions. Office buildings, 

houses and condos sprouted up — no end in sight.

Now, in just the last few months, the doomsayers and 

gloommongers are singing a different song. There is loose 

talk of impending economic downturn to rival the tough times 

of the mid-1970s with very high unemployment, a stagnant 

real estate market, business disinvestment and company 

relocation. The argument is that several external factors 

have all developed at the same time which are uniquely 

difficult for New England and Massachusetts to deal with. 

Cuts in defense spending will have a serious negative impact 

on at least four major New England employers resulting in 

substantial lay-offs. Shifts in computer markets will 

result in several Massachusetts companies having to 

restructure and retrench. Efforts to contain the growth in 

health care costs will cause hospitals and other providers 

to reduce staff in order to cut costs. Colleges and 

universities confronted by the fact of fewer 18-year-olds, a
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rigid system of tenured faculty and serious new resistance 

to tuition increases will have to reduce administrative and 

support staff to contain costs. And there is more woe yet 

in this Pandora's box. Insurance companies with 

underwriting losses and troubled ventures into other 

businesses will turn to staff reductions and other expense 

retrenchment in search of profitability. Banking, long one 

of the stable growth industries, faced with mounting loan 

losses and the need for fresh capital, will also resort to 

large-scale staff reductions and other expense containment 

measures. And the loss experience will result in much more 

stringent credit standards, contracting the supply of credit 

to struggling companies plagued by slower receivables and 

fewer inventory turns.

Finally, real estate development and turnover buoyed 

for years by a thriving economy will experience sharply 

reduced demand for new structures and drastic price declines 

for the existing stock, aggravated to no small degree by the 

overhang of RTC liquidations. Add to all of this the 

probable need to raise taxes in some form — a further 

disincentive to economic expansion — and the picture looks 

even bleaker.

Let's just look at the facts. Sure 55 seems slow and 

frustrating when you're down from 70, but it may be a safer
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speed and it will get you where you want to go, even if you 

get there a little later than you planned.

I would argue that the outlook for Massachusetts and 

New England is only as depressing as the prospect of having 

to slow down from 70 to 55 on the Pike. For several years 

Massachusetts and New England grew faster and were more 

prosperous than the United States as a whole. The prospect 

in 1990 and 1991 is that they will grow more slowly than the 

rest of the nation. And the national economy in turn will 

grow at a slower pace than it did in 1989. Real GNP for the 

nation for 1989 will probably come in at about 3 percent, 

and for 1990 it will more likely be around 2 percent.

Against that backdrop consider the current forecast of 

the New England Economic Project which is a consortium of 

businesses, government agencies and academic institutions. 

Using models developed by Data Resources, Inc. and data 

gathered by NEEP they forecast a .5 percent reduction in 

employment in New England and a 1 percent reduction in 

Massachusetts. Manufacturing employment will continue to 

decline by about 3 percent while nonmanufacturing employment 

remains flat. Unemployment for the region rises to 5 

percent, still well below the 5-1/2 percent level forecast 

for the nation. Massachusetts unemployment, however, will 

rise to the 5-1/2 percent national level. Per capita income 

which was 26 percent higher than the national average in
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1988 declines slightly to 24 percent above the national 

average in 1990.

Now those numbers certainly don't describe a disaster 

situation by any means, but they do indicate a real change 

of pace from that of recent years.

In the perspective of those numbers let's go over our 

story line again. Certainly defense spending will be cut. 

But budget cuts wash through to the production cycle slowly 

and adjustments to cutbacks can be phased in gradually. The 

shifts in computer markets are a reality, but Massachusetts 

companies have already moved aggressively to restructure and 

develop new strategies to deal with changed market 

conditions. Return to mid-1980s levels of prosperity won't 

be overnight, but the next generation of computer 

innovations may be further along the development road than 

we suspect. Health care costs, especially in New England 

were in a runaway mode, so extravagant that third-party 

payors dug their heels in and said "enough!” But, hospitals 

and other providers will adjust to these new realities by 

adapting to shorter stays, more outpatient services and more 

specialization so that those most efficient at providing a 

service will get more of those patients and others will 

close down inefficient services. But it is hard to cut 

staff in a people-intensive business like health care and I 

expect that Boston's pre-eminent place in medical education
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and tertiary care will insure the continuation of health 

care as a growth industry, in terms of both employment and 

investment.

Higher education institutions have already begun to 

compete actively for high school graduates. As they move 

into more of a buyers' market there will be a shake-out 

nationally with marginal institutions or those with poor 

academic standards forced to close. Many will take a harder 

look at academic tenure, and I predict some will do away 

with it altogether. And I don't think there is a lot more 

elasticity in tuitions. As a result, more endowment income 

will be used for operating purposes and even greater 

emphasis placed on philanthropic development. But, the 

academic standing of New England institutions should assure 

a continued healthy flow of applications from the best 

students and I don't see dramatic cutbacks in New England 

schools although the rate of growth may slow or even go 

flat.

Casualty insurance companies have been battling 

underwriting losses for years and many life companies have 

had disappointing results with ventures into other 

businesses or concentrations of investment activity in areas 

now gone sour. This people-intensive industry will meet the 

challenge with more effective use of mass marketing 

techniques to sell product and automation to reduce
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administrative costs. There will probably be some lay-offs 

and slower future growth in employment, accompanied by
*

liquidation of enterprises with disappointing returns.

I want to spend more time talking about banks in a 

minute or two. For now let me just say that there is no 

reason to believe New England banking is facing a 

Texas-style purge. New England is far from being 

essentially a one-industry economy as Texas was. To be 

sure, there are some formidable challenges for the banks 

over the next year or two, but I don't foresee Armageddon.

Turning to real estate, there is somewhat less reason 

for short-term optimism. The booming pace of the mid-1980s 

was probably unsustainable even with lower interest rates. 

High interest rates may have contributed to dampened demand 

for housing, but I suspect the major cause was runaway 

prices. In Massachusetts the housing market peaked in 

mid-1988 and has been declining since with new permits down 

50 percent from mid-1988 levels by the fourth quarter of 

1989. The index of nonresidential construction peaked in 

September of 1988 and has been declining since. It seems 

clear that New England and especially Massachusetts is 

overpriced and overbuilt. Resolution will require patience 

on the part of lenders which is difficult at best in the 

face of the demands of bank examiners. It will require 

significant lease concessions in commercial developments and
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price concessions by residential sellers. It may take two 

or three years to work down the inventory, but as the 

over-supply is absorbed new construction will gradually 

resume.

In making that assessment it is hard to quantify the 

effect of the Resolution Trust Corporation's activities in 

disposing of seized assets. Obviously most of those assets 

are not in New England. They tend to be heavily 

concentrated in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Arizona, 

Colorado, and California. But, the overhang is so large 

that it may have a depressing effect on markets elsewhere in 

the country as well. In that context the Commonwealth's 

fiscal troubles are a subtly complicating factor. Investors 

who might otherwise have brought new capital into 

Massachusetts in the form of plant, equipment, and business 

enterprises may pause or even choose another site. 

Uncertainties about future tax burdens and infrastructure 

support can be powerful factors in investment decisions, to 

say nothing of the attraction of cheaper purchase or lease 

opportunities elsewhere.

In short, I think there are some tough times ahead in 

the real estate sector. They will work themselves out, 

because the basic underlying economy is sound. But, there 

are bound to be some casualties along the way among 

developers and lenders and some disappointment on the part
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of homeowners who can't realize today the profits on their 

homes that they thought were there for the asking only 18 

months ago.

Turning to the banks, we have a picture which has 

changed very rapidly over the last year or so. As we know, 

beginning in 1987 the large New England regional 

institutions began to provide for possible losses in their 

portfolios of loans to developing countries by setting tip 

special reserves against those loans. Additional provisions 

were also made in subsequent periods, at some cost to 

earnings performance. These provisions have essentially 

reduced exposure to LDCs to levels approaching zero.

However, no sooner were these sovereign risk worries put 

behind them than new concerns about leveraged buy-outs and 

takeovers emerged. High fees and attractive rates had 

seduced banks all over the country. Credit standards and 

cash flow analyses were sometimes overlooked in pursuit of 

projected profit margins that exceeded those available from 

more conventional lending. When, in some of these deals, 

revenue flows declined or expected asset values couldn't be 

realized, loans had to be restructured or bankruptcies 

ensued. The most recent and dramatic instance, of course, is 

Campeau.

The real estate problems which I have already discussed 

came to full flower in 1989 with developers unable to sell
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or lease properties built on spec and some borrowers unable 

to service construction and purchase money mortgages. 

Nonperforming loans multiplied, foreclosure rates mounted 

and realized and unrealized losses on the books of many 

banks mushroomed.

The effect of losses and additional provisions on bank 

earnings has been severe in some cases. For many banks 

there will be a need to raise additional capital. If 

capital markets want to extract too high a price for fresh 

capital, banks and holding companies will be forced to 

down-size by restraining deposit and loan growth and selling 

assets. Those kinds of policies are not stimulative to the 

economy.

Real estate loan problems do not get resolved quickly. 

They tend to follow the timing of a general revival of the 

real estate markets. In the meantime, as the turndown in 

the economy affects other consumer loan collections and 

other business loans, banks will face real challenges. 

Earnings will remain under pressure, prompting as much fat 

trimming on the expense side as can be achieved without 

damaging muscle.

The scramble for capital to replace loss-depleted 

accounts will probably accelerate the merger trend of recent 

years, although the continued reluctance of the general
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court to permit wider interstate banking seriously limits 

the available options.

In short, I think the banks face some major management 

challenges in the next two to five years. I also believe 

they are generally up to the challenges, but it certainly 

won't be business as usual. The theme will be capital! 

capital! capital! And in order to raise capital and comply 

with international risk-based capital standards as they are 

phased in over the next two years bankers will need 

ingenuity in marketing, tough cost control, a renewed 

dedication to prudent credit policies and procedures. The 

will also need a willingness to merge with other 

institutions to eliminate redundant facilities in 

over-served markets and make sure they achieve the operating 

efficiencies that have too often eluded merged banks in the 

past. All of those moves will be necessary in order to 

access capital markets at acceptable costs.

The result by 1995 will be a banking structure much 

different from what we see today. I believe there will be 

five or six regionwide banking systems resulting from an 

increased pace of consolidation. Increasingly there will be 

mergers between banks and thrifts. Small and medium-size 

banks won't disappear, but there will be fewer of them.

They will also tend to come together to achieve greater
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efficiency through technology which is not always readily 

available to the smallest institutions.

I also believe that reluctant state legislatures will 

finally be persuaded to open the region to nationwide 

interstate banking. If they do not, New England banks will 

continue to fall behind their counterparts in other regions 

and be more susceptible to takeover when the artificial 

barriers that now exist are eventually eliminated.

The New England economy is not mortally wounded, but it 

has taken some heavy blows and at least two sectors have 

some serious problems — real estate and banking. I am 

confident that the problems are identified, that they are 

being dealt with boldly by intelligent managers and will be 

resolved. Yankee ingenuity has seen the region through 

other storms and will help to get the job done again.

I hope I have stimulated you to ask questions. I will 

do my best to answer them.


